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Abstract
People use multiple social media daily. Some platforms feature public
interactions like Facebook, others emphasize private communications such as
Line. While misinformation is rampant on all platforms, literature on fact-checks
(FC) focuses primarily on public ones. This article provides an integrated
psychological model and argues that FC is less effective on private platforms.
People expect to encounter “unwelcome” FCs (incongruent with their beliefs)
on public platforms, but selectively approach the “welcome” FC on private
platforms. An experiment (n=601) and a national survey (n=1060) were
implemented to test these hypotheses in the 2020 Taiwan Presidential Election.
The experiment shows that respondents prefer FC on Line which helps their
party, but prefer FC on Facebook which disadvantages their party. The survey
shows that consuming FC with more private platform usage has lower media
literacy, while is opposite on public platform. Future work should focus on both
FC and how it is consumed.

Keywords: Fact-check, Private Messaging Apps, Experimental Design, Taiwan
Politics, Media Literacy

Introduction
In the era of misinformation and disinformation, significant efforts are made to combat the
circulation of fake news on social media (e.g. Clayton et al. 2020; Lazer et al. 2018; Nekmat 2020).
Facebook, for example, has launched news guards and warning systems to crack down rumors on
social networks. The majority of US citizens also support the idea of fact-checking on social media
sites (albeit partisan bias, see Rich et al. 2020). Numerous social media sites, including Facebook,
Twitter, YouTube, and Pinterest, also implement their fact-check policies, and the number of factchecks increased 900% within three months after the COVID-19 outbreak (Brennen et al. 2020).
Meanwhile, social messaging apps also have become widely popular worldwide. They are
designed in culturally specific ways to promote usage and take advantage of third-party
workarounds to add extra layers of utility, creating new avenues of potential abuse in the process.
However, a recent spate of news stories worldwide pointed to a different and possibly more urgent
problem – the spread of misinformation on popular messaging services, such as WhatsApp,
WeChat, and Line. Studies have found that rumors spread quickly via person-to-person
interactions (Carlson 2019). Private messengers can even aggravate the spread of rumors between
users due to their convenience and privacy in communications. The nature of private apps makes
it difficult to curb fake news because these messages are protected by encryption.
The swirling false information on private messengers has led to serious consequences in
countries where they are highly popular. In Mexico, two people were beaten and burned to death
in August 2018 after rumors spread on WhatsApp about kidnapping children and harvesting organs.
In India, a video edited to look like a kidnapping event that spread on WhatsApp inspired mobs to
kill two dozen people.1 In Taiwan, elections were overwhelmed by misinformation spread on the
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LINE app. Programmers who run a fact-checking bot on the app reported that at least 20 percent
of the misinformation came from China.2
Fact-checking is one of the many tools to respond the misinformation on social media.
However, most existing studies focus on the fact-check in the public social media sites like
Facebook (e.g. Brandtzaeg et al. 2018), Twitter (e.g. Zhang et al. 2021), or did not specify (e.g.
Freiling et al. 2021). We know very little about its effectiveness across different social media
platforms. There is little to no literature investigating how fact-checking works in correcting news
perceptions on private messengers.
Given the different interfaces and environment settings between the open and private social
media platforms, we argue that the effectiveness of the fact-check, especially for the fact-check
information conflicting with people’s prior beliefs, would be conditional to the characteristic of
the platforms. Specifically, we hypothesize that people prefer the “welcome” fact-checks (the factchecking information which is consistent with one’s political affiliation) in the private messaging
apps but are fine with the unwelcome fact-checks in the open social media platform. This
conditional fact-check effect is driven by people’s expectations of social media sites. When people
consume the fact-check information selectively in the private messaging apps, the biased
consumption will hurt people’s ability to discern the misinformation in the long run. Meanwhile,
when people expected to encounter, and indeed received, the unwelcome fact-check information
from the open forums which debunked their previous belief, their media literacy will rise by
learning more unwelcome facts. We will elaborate more in the theory section.
We test our argument using one randomized survey experiment and one representative
survey in Taiwan right before the 2020 Presidential election. Taiwan is a unique but generalizable
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case for studying the effectiveness of fact-checks across social media sites for three reasons. First,
in recent years, Taiwan has been heavily inflicted by fake news attacks and is now ranked the top
among all countries that are routinely influenced by false information from foreign countries
(Mechkova et al. 2020). The severity of fake news infiltration raised the attention of the Taiwanese
government, which started to sponsor programs to combat fake news on social media.
Misinformation also became a salient issue right before the 2020 election.
Second, according to a telephone survey conducted in 2019, 85.6% of Taiwanese people
regularly use the Internet. Furthermore, more than 90% of them use Facebook and Line, and there
is no difference across generations. They also registered on other social media sites such as
Instagram, YouTube, PTT, and Twitter.3 Third, right before the 2020 election, both Facebook and
Line noticed the spread of misinformation and actively collaborated with the Taiwan government
and civil groups to help design fact-checking chatbots to dissipate false information.4 The factcheck services appeared in both the public and private social media sites.
Hence, Taiwanese people use multiple social media sites on a daily basis, are familiar with
the fact-check on both the private and public platforms, and are also seriously influenced by the
misinformation. The wide usage of both platforms and false information plagued on Taiwanese
social media make the country a fruitful setting to test our hypotheses.

The Integrated Model of Information Seeking, Fact-check, and Social Media Sites
Whether fact-check (FC hereafter) can change people’s perceptions of false information
remains debated. Some studies found that fact-check increases awareness of misinformation and
corrects people’s beliefs. Well-designed news alerts are found to be effective in countering false
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information on social media (Fridkin et al. 2015, Clayton 2019). However, others found that it
depends. The effectiveness of fact-check is related to the format of the message (Young et al. 2018),
the context of the message (Garrett et al. 2013), the strength of the prior belief (Nyhan and Reifler
2010), and the perception of the fact-checker (Nieminen and Rapeli 2019).
However, before we examine the effectiveness of FC on people’s media literacy, we should
take one step back and ask: what motivates people to seek and consume the fact check information
on social media sites in the first place?
One important feature of this social media era is that people control what kind of
information they want to consume. When a piece of “unwelcome” fact-check information is
presented which is inconsistent with an individual’s prior political belief, they may not accept the
information (Flynn et al. 2017) or simply ban, unlike, or unfollow the information source. When
the incoming fact-check conflicts with one’s existing belief, such a conflict may even cause the
arousal of anxiety (e.g., Marcus and MacKuen 1993) because one’s worldview is challenged.
Nevertheless, the classic approach-avoidance approach in psychology renders opposite
predictions on the effect of anxiety (Roth and Cohen 1986): one may apply the avoidance strategy
and avoid the source of threat, but one may also apply the approach strategy and “…noticing and
taking advantage of changes in a situation that might make it more controllable.” As a result,
Valentino et al. (2008) show that the anxiety may increase both the quality and quantity of
information seeking during the campaign when an individual’s preferred candidate is under threat
(i.e., losing in the election).
Meanwhile, following the approach-avoidance approach, positive emotions also usually
link to information seeking. People tend to seek information that may bring pleasure to them, and
such a tendency may be much salient when people can use the Internet to choose their information
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source (e.g., Santos and Nabi 2019). Similarly, both the in-group enthusiasm and the out-group
anxiety play an important role in the political polarization and information seeking in the political
domain (Lyons and Sokhey 2014; McLaughlin et al. 2020).
Following the discussion above, this article argues that the level of publicity of different
social media sites may moderate what kind of FCs people are willing to consume through the
platforms. If a social network site is designed for its users to communicate with others privately,
such as WhatsApp, Line, or WeChat, people are likely to follow the pleasure principle and seek
the information that brings a positive emotion. As a result, he or she may prefer the FC which is
congruent with his or her prior belief in these private messaging platforms. They will keep in touch
with the fact-check service in these private platforms only if the private platforms offer the fact
which reaffirms their prior understanding of the world.
On the other hand, if the social network site is designed for its users to debate the political
issues publicly and the debate may be easily observed by others, such as Facebook and Twitter,
people would expect to meet the counterargument and unwelcome FCs when they start to use this
platform every morning. As a result, people may make the best use of this environment and collect
the unwelcome fact-checks through the public social media platforms. In the long run, this strategy
may enhance one’s quality of decision-making. For example, Lu and Lee (2019) find that
Facebook usage positively correlates with encountering counter-attitudinal political information.
Even though the perception of publicity is hard to operationalize, previous studies
suggested that people indeed behave differently on different social media platforms; the behavioral
difference can be properly explained by the people’s perceived publicity of these platforms. For
example, Lottridge et al. (2018) collects one thousand Facebook users’ online behaviors and found
that they are twice as much more likely to share political content publicly as a post than to share
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through private messaging to friends. In contrast, people are twice as likely to share funny content
or local news with friends through private messaging than through the public posts.
Besides, a focus-group study conducted by the Pew Research Center shows that young
people already notice the difference between public posts and private messaging (Madden et al.
2013). They tend to share inside jokes with their close friends privately but not post to their friends
publicly. They would rather not to upload many selfies on their online account to maintain a clean
and neat profile; instead, they prefer to share selfies via emails.
Another study on Facebook also shows an interesting pattern: Wise et al (2010) shows that
people felt happier when they read their friends’ Facebook profile, but they still spend most of
their time on social browsing, i.e., surfing the newsfeed. Last but not least, one study comparing
Facebook and Pinterest usage in Taiwan shows that Facebook users were less happy than the
Pinterest users, and people behave on the two platforms differently (Lin et al. 2017).
These four studies based on Facebook show a similar pattern: people are aware the
consequence of their public online behaviors and tend to pursue the pleasure in private messaging
apps. Hence, people may pay more attention to the information they could collect on Facebook
instead of following the pleasure principle.
If people have a different tendency to expose themselves to the FCs on different social
media sites, their source of information consumption may moderate the effectiveness of FC in the
long run. Specifically, if one mainly relies on the public SNS to consume the FCs, since many of
the FCs may be incongruent with his or her prior belief, he will be less biased and would have a
higher level of media literacy in the long run. In contrast, if one mainly relies on the private
messaging apps to consume the FCs, following the pleasure principle, he or she may select the FC
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source which is congruent with his or her prior belief; in the long run, he or she would have a lower
level of media literacy because of the unbalanced and biased FC consumption.
Figure 1 summarizes the theoretical framework and the empirical strategy of this article.
The theory starts with the assumption that people perceive different levels of publicity on different
social network platforms. Since the characteristic of the SNSs is externally given, people adjust
their information-seeking behavior and expectations when using different SNSs. This adjustment
influences people’s interaction with the fact-checking services provided on these platforms, and
therefore influences the effectiveness of fact-checking. Two hypotheses are therefore suggested
and will be examined in this article:

Hypothesis 1: People prefer the fact-check which aligns with their political preference in private
social media platforms than in the public ones, and vice versa.

Hypothesis 2: Selective exposure of fact-checks in private messaging apps lowers people’s level
of media literacy, and vice versa.

In Hypothesis 1, the two independent variables are the publicity of the SNSs and whether
the FC is welcome or not, and the key dependent variable is the information-seeking behavior after
receiving the FC. Hence, a survey experiment is designed in Study 1 to manipulate the treatments
while controlling other covariates. In Hypothesis 2, the key variable is the interaction between the
FC consumption and the usage of the social media sites. Since Hypothesis 2 is established on the
result of Study 1, Study 2 will exploit a national survey to examine the external validity of Study
1.
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Figure 1. The Integrated Model linking Publicity of SNSs, FC, and Media Literacy

It is worth noticing that this integrated model focuses on the difference between social
media sites. Hence, it is a supply-side approach investigating how the features of different
platforms may systematically influence how users consume FCs. In comparison, recent literature
also focuses on the demand-side approach of FCs, indicating that users themselves may have
different proposes on using the social network cites, which influences their willingness to consume
FCs (e.g. Celik 2020; Celik et al. 2021). The model and the studies in this article focus on the
supply side to bridge of gap of the literature.
To our knowledge, Rossini et al. (2020) is the first study comparing the impact of
misinformation and correction across different social media sites. Through a nationally
representative (and mainly) internet survey, they find an interestingly positive correlation between
social correction and sharing misinformation on Facebook, but not on Whatsapp. To be specific,
in their research question 4, their result shows that “Having witnessed someone else being
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corrected is also positively associated with having shared misinformation on Facebook, but not
on WhatsApp.”
However, Rossini and colleague’s article suffers from three methodological issues. First,
they rely on the self-reported misinformation sharing. However, those who suffered from the
misinformation the most may not know they were sharing the misinformation; it is the respondent
who had been corrected before that knows he or she had shared the misinformation before. Second,
sharing misinformation is a rare phenomenon (Guess et al. 2019). Therefore, it may not be a good
measure to examine the effect of fact-checking by self-reports. Third, the study relies on a crosssectional survey, so the findings are at most correlational.
The major methodological challenge in examining the two hypotheses and Figure 1 is
manipulating the publicity of social media sites in Study 1. Since people would have already relied
on different information and FC sources on different social media sites based on the characteristic
of SNSs, a cross-sectional study cannot mitigate the problem of endogeneity in examining the first
hypothesis.
Hence, I exploit the survey experimental design to simplify the treatment (private and
public platforms) while controlling for other covariates, including the length of the message or
other unrelated elements on the platforms. The survey experimental design uses the social network
sites’ screenshots while editing the content to serve as the main treatments. In our case, the
treatments are whether the misinformation and the fact-checks are sent to the respondent through
a frame of Facebook or a frame of Line (see Study 1 for the details). Recent studies use similar
designs such as Facebook or Twitter (Tully et al. 2020, Mena 2020) to serve as the treatments. The
other treatment is whether the fact-check is welcome or unwelcome. I exploit the highly-polarized
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Taiwan politics to create the fact-checks which would politically advantage or disadvantage a
Taiwanese voter’s preferred or disliked party.
To improve Rossini and colleague’s measurement of media literacy, a reliable
measurement of the respondent’s capacity to discern the misinformation is necessary. Hence, in
Study 2, I followed Guess et al. (2020) ’s guidelines created a fake news battery for the 2020
Taiwan Presidential Election. The fake news battery is composed of facts and misinformation
which the none-profit fact-check organization in Taiwan had verified before the survey started.
The battery enables us to estimate the respondent’s media literacy directly. Therefore, we can use
this estimation to examine whether FC services on private and public SNS platforms would
influence people’s media literacy, especially when misinformation was a salient issue right before
the 2020 presidential election.

Study 1: People prefer to welcome FCs on Line but unwelcome FCs on Facebook
The first study is designed to examine whether people respond to FCs differently on
different SNSs. Since it is usually not legal to send a personalized message in the private messaging
apps, I follow Tully et al. (2020) and Mena (2020) to create simulated Facebook and Line posts
and FCs in the survey questionnaire. The simulated posts are designed to imitate the SNS posts
that the respondents encounter in their daily life so that the measurements in the survey can capture
how people respond to the posts in real life.
There are two treatments in this experiment for examining Hypothesis 1. The first is
whether the FC is aligned with the respondent’s political preference, while the second is in which
SNS platform the respondent receives the FCs.
Research Design of Study 1
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The survey experiment was conducted on April 19-21, 2019. Overall, 601 subjects were
recruited by PollcracyLab at National Chengchi University, a top university in Taiwan, through a
random selection from its pool (PL hereafter). PL builds and maintains the subject frame based on
the Taiwan government’s household registration records. Because PL is established under the top
research university in Taiwan, it can access official household registration records for academic
purposes. Therefore, all Taiwanese citizens have a non-zero probability of being invited for
registration by PL, a crucial foundation establishing the representativeness of any sampling
procedure. Compared with other opt-in platforms such as Amazon MTurk or Survey Sampling
International, PL recruits Taiwanese subjects from diverse and more representative backgrounds.
Since all PL respondents are recruited through official household registration records, it may avoid
the problem of fake accounts or robot accounts in other opted-in platforms (e.g. Storozuk et al.
2020).
The whole survey experimental design is pre-registered before PL’s survey implementation.
This survey is sponsored by the author’s institution. It passed the IRB from the IRB committee at
the University of Nevada, Las Vegas (#1374707-2) and was pre-registered before implementation
(https://osf.io/trz9b/). The socio-demographic background of the subjects can be found in
Appendix Table A1. Male and 30-39 respondents slightly overrepresent in this study.
In the invitation letter, subjects were asked to participate in a survey titled “Survey of Public
Opinion and Political Participation.” Subjects were informed that they could skip any question,
and their answers will be kept anonymous. The anonymity of the subjects was ensured because PL
was responsible for both recruiting respondents and sending the gift cards as compensation, and
all identifiable information was cleaned before the dataset was sent to the researchers. All subjects
received an NTD $100 gift card (about USD $3) after completing this survey.
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The questionnaire includes 40 items. Subjects were first asked to report their news
consumption, the level of political interest, and the number of Line messages they received daily.
Survey subjects were then randomly assigned to one of the 2 (KMT or DPP scandal) X 2 (Line or
Facebook) groups. Taiwan features a two-party system where Kuomintang (KMT) and Democratic
Progressive Party (DPP) dominate the major political cleavage - unification versus independence
(Achen and Wang 2017, Wang 2019). In each group, they were asked to imagine that they were
reading a message from “one of your elementary school classmates,” and the post was simulated
that it was sent through a Line chatroom or shared on Facebook newsfeed. The post shows a news
link describing – with a picture, a headline, and a short sentence to simulate the online environment
– a previously unreported sex scandal involving several city councilors belonging to either KMT
or DPP. Two sample messages are shown in Figure 2 (the translation is on the right side of Figure
2 and was not posted to the Taiwanese respondents). After reading the news message, each subject
was asked whether they trusted in the news or not (from 0 to 100).
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Figure 2. Survey Experiment: A Simulated Rumor against City Councilors on social media (Top:
Line and KMT (國民黨) version. Bottom: Facebook and DPP (民進黨) version)

After the message, all participants were then asked to read a message from a fact-check
account that disapproves of the previous scandal they just read. The fact-check account is called
“Internet News Helper” with a cute profile picture. The fact-check message was posted on the
same platform as the fake news treatment. Two examples are shown in Figure 3. This short rebuttal
format follows Ecker et al. (2020) that has been found effective on fact-checking.
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Figure 3. Survey Experiment: Rumor Correction from A Simulated News Helper on social media
(Top: Line and KMT version. Bottom: Facebook and DPP version.)

The design of FC messages imitates a popular FC service offered by Cofacts. Cofacts is a
none-profit organization which builds FC chatbot on Line. A Line user can add the Cofacts chatbot
as a friend and then forward any dubious message to the chatbot. One can also invite the chatbot
into the chatroom and the chatbot will screen the content of discussions automatically. The chatbot
will then search its database to see if any content sent to it or appeared in the chatroom has been
debunked by other third-party fact-check organizations. The chatbot will then share the FC to the
users through the chatroom. The details of the Cofacts chatbot can be found in Appendix Figure
A1.
All participants then answered a series of follow-up questions. They were asked (1) how
much they still believe in the original scandal (0-100), (2) whether they will add the Internet News
14

Helper to their friend list on the social media, and (3) whether they will seek for more information
about the original fake news.5 In the end, they were debriefed that the scandal and the fact-checking
accounts are both designed by the experimenters.
It is worth noticing that this survey did not ask about the respondent’s socio-demographic
background or partisanship. Instead, these personal variables were obtained when PL recruited the
respondents in the previous surveys. Hence, their socio-demographic background or political
preference would not be framed before or after the treatments (Klar et al. 2020).
All 601 subjects completed the survey (100%). The zero-dropout rate implies that the
length of the questionnaire did not create a substantially cognitive burden on the subjects, so they
could concentrate on the questions and the treatments and were not distracted. Moreover, the
workers at PL informed us that they did not receive any complaints during this survey
implementation. This report enhances our confidence in the validity of the experimental design.
However, owing to budget and time limitation, all questions were only asked once. Hence, it would
not be able to estimate the reliability of the key dependent variables and leave rooms for a larger
variance.
Operationalization of Study 1
This experiment captures the respondents’ responses to FCs by two behavioral variables.
The first outcome is whether people plan to add this fact-check account Internet News Helper as
their SNS friend (FRIEND). The second outcome is whether people will seek more information
about the scandal (INFO). The respondent’s response is coded as 1 if he or she answered “Yes” or
“Probably,” and 0 if “Probably not” or “No” in both items.

5

After this experiment, all subjects then went through other experiments that are beyond the scope of this article.
This experiment was conducted first so there would be no spoil-over problem.
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Both outcome variables are designed to measure whether the respondent plans to seek more
information in the future. If one tends to add the FC account as his or her SNS friend, it implies
that they expect to receive other updates from the same FC account in the future, and expect to
have more interactions with this FC account. Similarly, if the respondent plans to seek more
information about the scandal after the face-check, he or she literally has a higher level of
information-seeking tendency.
There are two treatments in this experiment. The first is publicity of the SNS platforms.
All respondents were randomly assigned to receive the fake news message and the follow-up factcheck through either the frame of Facebook or Line, indicated in Figure 2 and 3.
The second treatment is whether the fact-check information is aligned with the
respondent’s preference or not. Given the increasing level of political polarization in Taiwan
(Wang 2019), it is reasonable to assume that partisans prefer to see their preferred party’s scandal
being debunked. Hence, the treatment “WELCOME FC” is defined as a DPP voter reading a DPP’s
scandal being fact-checked, or a KMT voter reading a KMT’s scandal being fact-checked. On the
other hand, an FC is “unwelcome” if a DPP supporter reads an FC of KMT councilors’ scandal or
a KMT supporter reads an DPP’s scandal being debunked. Since there is no theoretical guidance
for the non-partisans and supporters of the small parties, they were dropped from this analysis.
After the operationalization, there are 89 respondents in [Welcome FC + Line] group, 83
in [Welcome FC + Facebook] group, 83 in [Unwelcome FC + Line] group, and 86 in [Unwelcome
FC + Facebook] group.
Randomization and Manipulation Check of Study 1
One-way ANOVA test and Chi-squared test shows that there is no significant difference
between the four experimental groups in aspect of their age (p = 0.968), level of education (p =
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0.309), gender (p = 0.910), ethnicity (p = 0.207), and national identity (p = 0.572). The
randomization check suggests that we can compare the mean value across the four groups directly.
Manipulation check examines whether the participants received the fake news and the FC,
and whether their attitudes follow the theoretical assumptions made in this article. The first
manipulation check is the effectiveness of the FC information. The average level of mistrust
toward the scandal before FC is 55.72, while the mean of mistrust after FC is 66.33 (higher mistrust
indicates that he or she did not believe in the fake news, which is the aim of FC). Paired t-test
shows a significant increase in the level of mistrust toward the scandal (p<0.001). In short, the
political scandal provides a moderate level of mistrust to the respondents (given its short format
and lack of details), while the FC can still successfully increase the readers’ the level of mistrust,
indicating that both the fake news message as well as the FC work in this experiment.
The second manipulation check is whether the Welcome/Unwelcome FC would induce
partisan bias. When respondents read the scandal, their level of mistrust of the scandal is 55.0 in
the Unwelcome FC group and 59.7 in the Welcome FC group; the t-test shows that the difference
is not significant (p = 0.12). After the FC, the average level of mistrust in the Unwelcome FC
group is 63.7, while in the Welcome FC group is 69.01; the t-test suggests a significant difference
at the p = 0.1 level (p = 0.068). Therefore, the FC that advantages the respondent’s party is indeed
more “welcome” by the respondents; it causes a higher increase of mistrust toward the original
scandal. In contrast, the effect of the unwelcome FC is smaller than the welcome ones. Hence, the
treatments indeed induce a certain level of partisan bias to the respondents, which is the goal of
experimental design. It is worth noticing that the FC works for both welcome and unwelcome
context in our experiment, possibly because the scandal is fabricated but not a well-known one
(e.g., Nyhan and Reifler 2010).
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Result of Study 1
Table 1 shows the respondents’ information-seeking tendency after reading the FC in the
four experimental groups. Both dependent variables illustrate a similar pattern: when the FC was
sent through Line, the respondents have a higher level of information seeking tendency only if the
FC aligned with their political belief; meanwhile, the pattern is opposite if the FC was sent through
Facebook.
Table 1. Cross-table Explaining the Information-seeking after FC
Line + Welcome FC
Line + Unwelcome FC
FB + Welcome FC
FB + Unwelcome FC

N
89
83
83
86

DV: Add FC as SNS friend = 1
41.6%
31.3%
27.8%
41.9%

DV: Seek more info about the scandal = 1
43.8%
34.9%
31.3%
51.2%

Table 2 applies logit regression analysis to control covariates. Model 1 and 4 only include
the two treatments and the interaction, model (2) and (5) add the level of mistrust (0-100) to the
fake news measured before and after the FC, and models (3) and (6) include gender, sex, and the
level of education. Among all six models, the interaction of the two treatments is statistically
significant (p < 0.05). The result indicates that the two treatments jointly influence the respondent’s
information-seeking tendency after receiving the FC. The result holds even when the mistrusts to
the fake news as well as a series of personal background variables are controlled. In the end, the
last row in Table 2 shows that maximum variance inflation factor for each regression. The values
are all around 3, which suggests a modest level of collinearity given the interaction terms in the
regression model (Brambor et al. 2006).

Table 2. Logit Regression Explaining the Information-seeking after FC
Welcome FC = 1
Line = 1

DV: Add FC as SNS friend = 1
(1)
(2)
(3)
-0.63
-0.81*
-0.82*
(0.33)
(0.34)
(0.34)
-0.46
-0.61
-0.64
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DV: Seek more info about the scandal = 1
(4)
(5)
(6)
-0.83**
-0.93**
-0.94**
(0.32)
(0.33)
(0.33)
-0.67*
-0.78*
-0.76*

Welcome FC × Line

(0.32)
1.08*
(0.46)

Pre-FC mistrust
Post-FC mistrust

(0.34)
1.29**
(0.48)

(0.34)
1.31**
(0.48)

-0.02*
(0.01)
0.03**
(0.01)

-0.01*
(0.005)
0.03**
(0.01)
-0.05
(0.11)
0.06
(0.20)
0.26
(0.24)
-1.74
(1.23)
341
437.2
3.36

Age
Level of Education
Gender
Intercept
N
AIC
Max(VIF)

-0.33
(0.22)
341
466.94
3.27

-1.22**
(0.38)
341
432.8
3.34

(0.32)
1.20**
(0.45)

(0.32)
1.37**
(0.46)

(0.33)
1.36**
(0.46)

-0.02**
(0.01)
0.02**
(0.1)

-0.02**
(0.01)
0.02**
(0.01)
0.06
(0.11)
-0.11
(0.19)
-0.13
(0.23)
0.05
-0.14
0.40
(0.22)
(0.35)
(1.18)
341
341
341
459.8
452.5
457.3
3.20
3.27
3.27
Note: * p < 0.05 ** p < 0.01 *** p <0.001

Figure 4 further shows the simulated likelihood of seeking more information after reading
the FC, controlling all other covariates at the mean value. Basically, Figure 3 shows the same
pattern as Table 1, suggesting that the effect of the welcome/unwelcome FC is opposite on different
SNS platforms. When the FC is sent through Facebook, people are likely to add the FC account as
a friend on Facebook if the FC sent unwelcome fact-check, but the trend reverses on Line.

Figure 4. Simulated Likelihood of Information Seeking from Model 3 and 6 in Table 2
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Among the control variables, it is worth noticing that the pre-FC and post-FC mistrust have
an opposite impact on the tendency of information seeking. If one did not believe in the fake news
in the first place (high pre-FC mistrust), they might think that the FC did not provide additional
information to their knowledge. Since they already knew what they need to know, no more
information seeking is needed. In contrast, if one did believe in the fake news (low pre-FC mistrust),
the FC may debunk their belief to find the FC valuable. Hence, it is reasonable to see the negative
correlation between pre-FC mistrust and information-seeking tendency. The tendency reverses for
post-FC mistrust. If one had a high post-FC mistrust, it means that their opinion is consistent with
the FC information, or the FC updated his or her belief.
Discussion of Study 1
In Study 1, it is important to reiterate that the survey experiment had controlled all other
covariates. The content of the fake news and the fact-check content are exactly the same on both
simulated Facebook and Line treatments. The only difference which drives the difference of
information-seeking behavior is the frame of Facebook and Line. The result in Study 1 shows that
how Taiwanese people behaved differently when they received the welcome/unwelcome factcheck from different platforms.

Study 2: FC enhances the media literacy on Facebook but worsens on Line
Since the behavioral pattern observed in Study 1 is robust and offers some level of internal
validity, Hypothesis 2 can be further examined that FC may cause opposite effects for people who
rely on different SNSs for FC consumption. Specifically, if one heavily relies on the private
messaging apps to consume the FC, following the tendency observed in Study 1, he or she may be
more biased toward “welcome” FC in the long run; hence, he or she will suffer from a lower level
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of media literacy. In contrast, if one frequently uses the open social media platform to consume
FCs, he or she can observe how these FCs were being scrutinized publicly, and some of the FCs
were clearly contradict to his political belief. Hopefully, he or she would have a higher level of
media literacy ultimately because of this diversified information source.
The research design in Study 2 is straightforward. First, we create a Taiwanese media
literacy scale including eight verified fake and real news. Second, Taiwanese respondents (n=1060)
were asked about their usage of the FC source, choice of information consumption, and took the
media literacy scale. Third, the relation between FC source, information source, and their
performance in the media literacy scale is examined. The Study 1 focuses on the internal validity,
while the Study 2 examines the external validity.
Taiwan Media Literacy Scale 2020
We follow Guess et al. (2020) ’s guidelines to create an eight-item fake news battery
designed for the 2020 Taiwanese Presidential Election held on January 11, 2020. The detailed
battery is reported in Appendix Table A2. Each item is composed of 60 to 74 Chinese characters.
Item 1 and 2 are health-related and non-politics, 3 and 4 are about China, 5 and 6 are about the
2020 KMT presidential candidate Han Guo-yu, and 7 and 8 are about the 2020 DPP presidential
candidate Tsai Ing-wen. All news pieces had been fact-checked by at least one of the major factchecking sources in Taiwan before September 24, 2019.
Research Design of Study 2
Overall, 1060 Taiwanese respondents were recruited by PL. The survey was conducted
from January 4 to 7, 2020 - one week before Election Day. All subjects received NTD $50 (about
USD $1.3) after completing this survey with 40 items. This survey is sponsored by the author’s
institution and American Psychological Association. It passed the IRB from the IRB committee at
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the University of Nevada, Las Vegas (#1504367-1) and was pre-registered before implementation
(https://osf.io/8vumx/).
The socio-demographic background of subjects is similar to Study 1 and is presented in
Table A3 in the Appendix. Compared with the population of Taiwan, the sample is younger, fewer
non-partisans, and more males. Even though all Taiwanese people have a non-zero probability of
being recruited by PL, those who are frequent Internet users, tend to answer the online surveys,
and those who are interested in politics are more likely to accept our invitation. The distribution is
also similar to Appendix Table A1 in Study 1. The only major difference is the appearance of
Taiwan People’s Party, a new minor party in Taiwan, which was established before the 2020
election.
In this survey, all respondents were firstly asked about their media consumption across
different platforms. They were asked how much time they spent consuming political information
from newspapers, radio, television, news websites, Facebook, Line, and Youtube. The distribution
of the respondents’ media consumption is in Appendix Table A4. More than 60% of the
respondents use Facebook, Line, and Youtube to consume political information during the
campaign. The percentage is higher than the newspaper but lower than the television and news
website.
All respondents were then asked, “Have you ever used any Fact-checking website, such as
Mygopen, Cofacts, or Taiwan Fact-check Center?” (Yes = 1, No = 0). These three websites are
the major fact-checking source during the 2020 Election, which officially cooperates and is
endorsed by Facebook and Line.6 These FC sources were also widely shared on Facebook and on
Line, including the Cofacts chatbot mentioned in Study 1. Overall, 27.3% of Taiwanese

6

https://tfc-taiwan.org.tw/articles/1231, Access: April 19, 2020
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respondents in the survey used fact-checking sources before the presidential election (12% more
than three times, and 15.3% one to two times). The percentage is close to Guess et al.’s (2018)
study in the United States (25.3%) during the 2016 election.
All subjects then took the 8-item Taiwan Media Literacy Scale (MLS2020). They were
asked to judge whether each message is fake news or not. The order of the eight questions was
randomized. On average, respondents got 5.69 correct in MLS2020. The correct answer percentage
is significantly higher than 4 (one-tail t-test p < 0.001), indicating that the respondents do not
randomly guess on all the items. The distribution of the number of correct answers is shown in
Appendix Figure A2. The distribution is single-peaked and very few of them got all correct or all
wrong. Therefore, MLS2020 scale did not underestimate the respondents’ ability owing to the
upper limit. The distribution in Figure A2, albeit not a standard normal distribution, is still wide
enough to capture the different levels of media literacy among Taiwanese respondents. Hence, we
sum up the number of correct answers as each respondent’s level of media literacy level during
the 2020 Taiwan Presidential Election.
After MLS2020, subjects were also asked to answer other questions beyond the scope of
this article. Once again, their social-demographic background was recorded before this survey and
is provided by PL directly.
Result of Study 2
Before we examine whether the FC has opposite effects on different SNS, it would be better
to examine the effectiveness of FC measure in the first place. T-test shows a significant difference
in the number of correct answers between the Taiwanese respondents who experienced FC service
and those who did not (5.81 to 5.65, p = 0.046). Hence, it is reasonable to assume that MLS2020
and FC experience may capture the respondent’s behavior and media literacy during the campaign.
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Table 3 shows four OLS regression models explaining Taiwanese respondents’ level of
media literacy before the election. Model 1 includes Facebook usage, Line usage, and fact-check
source usage before the campaign, while Model 2 includes the interaction between the fact-check
usage and the two SNS platforms. Model 3 further includes the socio-demographic background of
the respondents and their partisanship, and Model 4 includes all other information sources which
were also asked in the survey. The full regression table, including the coefficients of covariates,
can be found in Appendix Table A5.
Table 3. OLS Explaining the Level of Media Literacy (n=1060)
Facebook Usage (1-5)
Line Usage (1-5)
FC Usage (0/1)

(1)
0.012***
(0.003)
-0.185**
(0.046)
0.112
(0.080)

Facebook × FC usage

DV: Number of correct answers in MLS2020 (0-8)
(2)
(3)
0.053
-0.0008
(0.050)
(0.050)
-0.048
-0.011
(0.058)
(0.057)
0.037
0.209
(0.024)
(0.236)
0.182*
(0.086)
-0.364***
(0.095)

Line × FC usage

Age, Gender, Sex, Party
Newspaper, radio, television,
news websites, Youtube
Intercept
N
Adjust R-squared

(4)
-0.007
(0.053)
-0.013
(0.059)
0.194
(0.238)

0.183*
(0.084)
-0.323***
(0.094)

0.195*
(0.084)
-0.323***
(0.095)

YES

YES
YES

5.741***
(0.121)
1060
0.019

5.632***
(0.121)
1060
0.031

5.595***
5.558***
(0.341)
(0.352)
1060
1060
0.065
0.063
Note: * p < 0.05 ** p < 0.01 *** p < 0.001

In Model 1 in Table 3, it seems that Taiwanese respondents who used Facebook to consume
political information have a higher level of media literacy, while those who used Line have a lower
level of media literacy; the fact-check is not effective in this model. However, Model 2 clearly
shows that the effect between fact-check and the media literacy is actually moderated by the SNS
platforms: if people use Facebook more, then the FC increases people’s media literacy, but the
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effect turns to be negative if people use Line more. The main effect for Facebook, Line, and FC
are all insignificant in Models 2, 3, and 4, indicating that their relationship to media literacy cannot
be explained without considering the interaction term. The interaction terms are statistically
significant and robust in Models 2, 3, and 4 after controlling for a series of covariates. The result
in Table 3 supports Hypothesis 2.
To further illustrate the interactive effect between the SNS and FC on the level of media
literacy, Figure 5 shows the simulation from Model 4 in Table 3, controlling all other covariates
at their means. When an average respondent did not use the fact-checking source during the
campaign, Model 4 in Table 3 suggests that the SNS platform will not influence his or her level of
media literacy. However, when he or she used the fact-check source, more Facebook usage
correlates with a higher level of media literacy, while more Line usage correlates with a lower
level of media literacy. When a respondent used Line to consume political information for more
than 120 minutes a day, using fact-check would drop his media literacy from 5.7 to 4.6 on the 0 to
8 MTS2020 scale. Figure 5 illustrates the key argument in Hypothesis 2.

Figure 5. Simulated Media Literacy by Facebook/Line and FC usage from Model 4 in Table 3
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Among the control variables (in Appendix Table A5), age negatively correlates with media
literacy, while the level of education is positive. Previous studies in the U.S. context also found
that older people consume fake news more (Guess et al. 2018; Guess et al. 2020), while a higher
level of education correlates with less fake news sharing in the Brazilian case (Rossini et al. 2020).
Besides, all other sources of information do not have an impact on the respondents’ level of media
literacy, indicating that the conditional effect of FC may be a unique phenomenon on the new
social media platforms. In the end, all part dummies are insignificant except for the KMT. The
negative correlation indicates that the MLS2020 may bias against the KMT supporters in the 2020
election, or KMT supports have a lower level of media literacy during the campaign then the
nonpartisans. Nevertheless, the conditional effect between the SNS and FC is still robust after
controlling for partisanships in Model 3 and 4 in Table 3.
One may question whether the heterogenous FC effect on SNSs is driven by partisan bias
or not, since the media literacy scale includes both political and non-political items. In Table 4, I
separate the dependent variable into non-political and heal-related fake news (Q1 and Q2) and
politics-related fake news (Q5, Q6, Q7, and Q8) (see Appendix Table A2). Regression analysis
shows that the same conditional effect is still significant in explaining the media literacy of
politics-related fake news but not the health-related fake news. The adjusted R-squared is also
higher in Model 2 in Table 4 than any other model in Table 3 and 4. Hence, we have more
confidence that the pattern we observed in Study 2 is mainly driven by political motivations, which
also reflects in Study 1.
Overall, the cross-sectional result in Study 2 suggests the generalizability of Study 1. Factcheck is not a panacea. The effectiveness of FCs depends on how people consume them. When
people consume the fact-check through the private messaging apps, they tend to receive the fact-
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check congruent with their prior belief. In the long run, receiving more fact-checks through the
private messaging apps lower the Taiwan respondents’ level of media literacy, especially in the
political domain.
Table 4. OLS Explaining the Level of Media Literacy by issue domain (n=1060)
DV: Number of correct answers for
health-related fake news (0-2)
(1)
-0.011
(0.025)
0.015
(0.027)
-0.008
(0.011)

DV: Number of correct answers for
Taiwan politics fake news (0-4)
(2)
-0.0008
(0.050)
-0.011
(0.057)
0.209
(0.236)

0.061
(0.040)
-0.086
(0.045)

0.153*
(0.064)
-0.163*
(0.070)

Age, Gender, Sex, Party

YES

YES

Newspaper, radio, television,
news websites, YouTube
Intercept

YES

YES

Facebook Usage (1-5)
Line Usage (1-5)
FC Usage (0/1)

Facebook × FC usage
Line × FC usage

N
Adjust R-squared

1.444***
(0.165)
1060
0.034

2.692***
(0.261)
1060
0.115
Note: * p < 0.05 ** p < 0.01 *** p < 0.001

Conclusion and Discussion
This article provides an integrated model to explain the psychological mechanism of how
the publicity of social media platforms may influence the consumption of fact-check (in Figure 1),
and then provides two empirical studies to support the hypotheses derived from the model. Study
1 conducts a survey experiment to overcome the methodological challenge in endogeneity, and
shows that Taiwanese respondents accept unwelcome FC on Facebook but welcome FC on Line.
Study 2 further examines the external validity in Study 1 by a representative survey in Taiwan.
The result shows an interactive effect between the FC and platform usages, reaffirming the main
hypotheses in the model and the findings in Study 1.
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The results of this article contribute to the existing literature on misinformation and factchecking in several important ways. First, our findings provide a mixed view of fact-checking’s
effectiveness amongst the debate of its usefulness, showing that interaction with fact-checkers in
the open platform helps increase the reader’s ability to discern fake news and gain media literacy.
Meanwhile, fact-check hampers the reader’s media literacy through the private messaging apps.
Second, this study expands on prior literature that focused narrowly on open platforms on
social media by demonstrating how fact-checking changes perceptions of information shared on
private platforms. Using the novel survey experiment and the representative survey, this article
specifies conditions and mechanisms through which corrective information is more welcomed and
helps cultivate the media literacy.
Third, the findings point to the potential hurdle in fighting political misinformation when
corrections or alerts are unwelcomed by citizens who hold a strong predisposition. It may suggest
a scope condition of fact-checking effectiveness in terms of the platforms and the reviewed content.
The effect of FC may depend on how the FC is spread. If people rely more on private messaging
apps, the FC may only strengthen people’s prior belief instead of shaken it.
One limitation of this article is that we did not examine, but only summarize, the role of
emotions in information seeking. We theorize the information-seeking behavior in two different
scenarios (SNSs with a higher/lower publicity) based on their expectations of the SNS, but the
emotions steering these behaviors are not examined. Following Lyons and Sokhey’s (2014) study
in the U.S. context, we expect that the partisan bias on the private messaging apps may also be
driven by in-group enthusiasm, while the balanced information seeking on the public SNSs may
be influenced by the out-group anxiety/fear. Future work may verify the role of emotion in FC
consumption.
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Another limitation of this article is that the experiment in Study 1 is not conducted directly
on social media sites. The experimental design only uses the image to intimate how people use
social media. The major benefit for the experimental design is to control other covariates such as
other unrelated information which may distract the respondents, but the major drawback is that
people may think that the treatment is not real enough. The manipulation check showed that people
indeed have politicized perception toward the fake news message and improve their belief after
reading the fact check. Hence, we believe that the respondents in Study 1 should have a certain
level of desired responsiveness.
Besides, this article manipulates the level of publicity through Line and Facebook, but it may not
capture how respondents proposed to use these platforms themselves (Celik et al 2021). This article
assumes the publicity is mainly decided by the design of the software, and both studies reveal the
average effect of the platforms. In real life, the line between the public platforms and private
messengers may be blurred. For example, many private messenger users may use the group
features and interact many people they do not know. Future work may focus on the interaction
between the characteristics of the platform and their users’ perceptions.
In the end, the conditional fact-check effect reveals some potential directions for future
research. First, when people keep diversifying the channels of information consumption, the study
of misinformation and fact-check should also extend to multiple platforms. When the young
generation starts to mobilize through Instagram and TikTok, warning messages or red flags for
combating misinformation may be no longer effective on these platforms with distinct interfaces
and expected interactions. Second, the fact-check study should emphasize how people consume it,
not only how the fact-checks are provided. The result of Study 2 in this article shows that factchecks may be counterproductive when people use them selectively.
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